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We have used both immersion and contact methods to evaluate graphite billets of
various grades or blends. TMe basic tests that ve are per form in,; use near-
conventional flaw detection pulse-echo methods. However, we have also performed
velocity and apparent attenuation neasure i.Mits to supplenent the selection process
that ensure a better end prxiuct. The apparent (i.e., uncorreeted) attenuation
measurements s'ive guidance t<> the i>s tab! i slrm-nt of valid flaw detection schemes.
Factors that can effect this attenuation ;ne.\sarv nenl are: (1) Tnaterial attenuation
(very significant for various ,;r iphi res), (2) diffraction (i significant I'ttvi-i ran
occur for tli tck-to-thin specimens), ( j j ret Lect ion/1 ransmi ss ion (i m-nersion) ,
(4) couplant losses (contict), ('•) be.-!--] ~i s.-i i i - P - H T U ( n u n lot), ('^ * :r>:i;vi r 11 1 •:• 1

surfaces, (7) surface roughness, (i') edge eilects, and etc. Our results ,iave shown
that studies dealing with th.- first two provide Hire H s i 'Jit into the establishment
of valid ultrasonic inspection techniipies; thus ':;n_- c-"p;iasis will be pl.ice^i na our
work with these two factors. In iddition, a method is described for flaw ('.ejection
in graphite.

PRE-VLAW DETECTION MATKKIAL SCKKKNIN'G

Since many of tho graphite materials used for navil, nuclear, and aerospace
structural'materials v.irv in compos it ion an-i striu-turu, verv sU'/uiicant di.;" I ere;ices
Diay be evident in their sonic properties.1 In.si,;ht into the- rnatar ial-re l.ited sonic
properties is ,.;ained by scucivini; t!ie effects or such materials on the ultrasonic
radio frequency pulse. Both the pulse ;:;ipl i tud<- tnci c ;u> oulse frequency are altered
by the material :;rade or type, its i-.iho-.-v i.vv^ity, aiul its configuration. Figure i
shows tlie typical radio f requeue-' »';ive packet u-,e<i in pulse-echo ultrasonic testi.ru;.
This specific pulse is the cor.put ir-reemvit ructed back surface reflection pulse fro:n
ATJS graphite. Ttiis drawing (Ki^. 1) is produced rr^m the digitized data (provided
by a Biomation 810) transient recorder) via a :t.)dCo:np II comjiuter and Versatec
printer. Similar wave packets can be generated for front and back surface
reflections or througti-trausraittea radio frequency pulses for various -notarials.

Figure 2 shows a fast Fourier transform eoitiputer-iienerated semilo^ plot ot" t'le
reference (top), <;RAPti\OL (middle), and AT.iS (bottom) spectra. These spectra are
normalized to the amplitude at the peak frequency of the reference spectrum. The
reference plot is of the reflected radio frequency pulse from a titanium surface in
water. The reference digitized wave packet simply provides both amplitude and
frequency content reference levels. Trie other two spectra are of the reflected wave
from the back surface echoes in 31-^im-thick (2-in.) graphite material. Note that
for the ATJS graphite much more gain is required to see the back surface and that
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most of the higher frequency components have been scattered and/or are more highly
attenuated. Basically only the lower frequencies (0.5 to 2 MHz) can be used to
Inspect the ATJS, whereas higher frequencies of even 5 MHz may be used to evaluate
the GRAPHNOL. However, the inhomogeneity of graphite and the material thickness can
also produce problems with the higher frequencies, which limit their applicability.

Figure 3 shows a common method of illustrating the data presented in Fig. 2.
Computer plots of frequency spectrum are normalized to the amplitude at the peak.
frequency. The relative attenuation is not evident from Fig, 3; however, the
frequency-dependent characteristics of the two graphites are more obvious than in
Fig. 2. Both figures indicate that ATJS graphite affects the higher frequency
components much more than does the GKAPHN'OL.

Although this type of data display shows that different ultrasonic techniques
are necessary to examine this material, a much quicker material characterizatiorj can
be achieved by computing a transfer function, which is characteristic of the
material alone and gives the attenuation properties of the medium directly as a
function of frequency.

To get this function, we digitize both the input wave to the sample (using a
broadband transducer) and t'.e wave that is transmitted through the sample (or is
reflected from the back surface), A frequency-domain deconvolution is then
performed, the result being the trinster function (or impulse response) of the
sample. This function is corrected for losses due to acoustic impedance at all
interfaces and tor diftrjction losses wit:i a c losed-t or:r, solution.- Figure 4 is a
computer plot of the diffraction correction versus log .5. 0 is the dimensionless
parameter Z''/i'i wnere '' is the distance over which the wave propagates through the
sample, ' is the wavelength, and i is the search unit radius.

A least-squares curve-fitting routine was also incorporated into the
programming so that the .Jttenu.it ion coefficients could be calculated and plotted on
a semilog scale. The routine will rit up to an 11th degree polynomial, although for
many cases a linear lit will suffice. wi ,;ure 5 shows the result of such a fit for
polystyrene, Plexi.^las, (iRAPHNOL, and AT.JS graphite. Note the slopes for the
various materials. The transfer curve approach has promise :"or establishing the
material signature (-jr.jde), the material uniformity (homogeneity), and the material
inspectability ((law detectability); however, further research is necessary for
these applications.

NEAR STATE-OF-THE-ART INSPECTION METHODS

After knowledge of the sonic properties is obtained (with screening techniques
such as just described) -md the s.imp 1-j configuration restraints (edge effects,
material penetration, inhono,?eneity, and etc.), are assessed, specific flaw
detection criteria are established. For instance, each test typically requires the
selection of: (1) the specific ultrasonic technique (pulse-echo or through-
transmission), (2) the scanning method (contact or immersion), (3) the type of
couplant, (A) the sonic frequency, (5) the search unit size, (6) the calibration
sensitivity, and (7) the data collection methods.

For some of the more easily inspected graphites, such as GRAPHNOL, it is
possible to use relatively high frequency (e.g., 2—3 MHz). This is especially true
for shorter, near-isotropic billets where the attenuation is relatively low, and
scattering sources do not filter the higher frequency components out of the radio
frequency wave i.-.ĉ et. On these types of billets, we have successfully applied
Immersion pulse-echo inspection with automated scanning and C-scan mapping.-'
Figure 6 shows our immersion tank with two different graphite billets that were
scanned In the automated system. The billets were coated with scrippable plastic to
seal them from the water couplant.



The ultrasonic flaw detection unit used for the immersion fas well as for the
contact) testing of graphite billets is a commercial unit that contains a distance
amplitude correction (OAC) circuit which allows a go/no-go automated recording
approach. The C-scan recordings produced wich the immersion system do not document
the depth of the discontinuity; however, it is fairly simple to estimate the depth
from the A-scan on the flaw detector and simply hand label the depth.

For larger length-to-d iameter ratio GRAPHNOL billets, we determined wii_h our
screening methods that immersion resting was not sufficiently sensitive. The final
application of the billets requires flaw detection near the iirnit of detectability
over background,^'^ Alcohoi is generally used for the couplant so that plastic
coating or sealing of the billets is not necessary. A memory oscilloscope and/or a
digitizing oscilloscope is used to store the A-scan trace so that hand mapping is
minimi?.ed. Figure 7 shows a typical storage oscilloscope A-scan display tnat
documents (in order from left to right) the reflected indication from: (1) the
entry or front surface, (2) the end of a drilled hole located 25.4 ma (1 in.) below
the entry surface, (3) the end of a drilled hole located 76.2 mm (3 in.) be low the
entry surface, (4) the end of a drilled hole located 127 mm (5 in.) below the entry
surface, and (5; the bac* .surface. Using the pulse—echo inspection technique just
described (supplemented by the measurement of the flaw location) it is possible to
grade the billets. V.'e routinely capture the peak amplitude for any reflector
comparable to the reference discontinuity; however, complete documentation is taken
only on the three or four larger indications detected. Figure ft :,'now', the results
for a billet that possessed two discrete discontinuities (comparable to the
reference holes). Vote the noise on the baseline (because of the repeated storage
of A-scan traces during the hand-son operation). Thus a maximum noise level is
indicated along with the flaw signals.

CURRENT STATUS

Near-conventional pulse-echo flaw detection techniques can be successfully
applied to graphite rn.it.eri.il. If the specimen configuration (i.e., length-to-
diameter ratio) is conducive to the choice of ultrasonic test parameters dictated by
the material screening tests, then only the test sensitivity needs to be
established. Conventional test block approaches to -alibration work well; however,
uniform homogeneity of the specimens to be tested must be assumed (depending on the
graphite, this may be an invalid assumption). Sensitivities that we have
demonstrated typically detect 0.5- to l).7 5-m;n (0.020—C.u30-in.) reflectors at depths
up to 102 nun (4 in.) tor GRAPriS'OL (drilled holes, not flat bottom). Other materials
may dictate inspection for much larger discontinuities. The least sensitive tests
performed to date (using the storage oscilloscope approach) required fiat-bottom
holes of 6.35 ram (0.250 in.) in diameter for calibration. This relatively
insensitive test was necessary because of the billet length and material
characteristics.
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FIGURE 1—Typical radio frequency wjve packet used in pulse-echo ultrasonic testing.
Back reflection from AT.JS erjpliite.
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FIGURE 2—Computer-generated semilog plot of the reference (top), GRAPHNOL (middle),
and ATJS (bottom) spectra.
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FIGURE 3—Computer plots of normalized spectral amplitude versus frequency for

reference, GRAPHNOL, and AT.JS t>pectra.
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FIGURE 4—Computer plot of the closed-form solution for diffraction losses. Log 5
is the logarithm of the distance (Z) transmitted through the sample by the
ultrasonic pulse times the wavelength (A) divided by the square of the
search unit radius (a).
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FIGURE 5—Transfer curves (using a least squares computer curve fitting routine)
for polystyrene, GRAPHNOL, Plexiglas, and ATJS graphite.
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FIGURE 6—Immersion tank, containing two different graphite billets showing the
larger diameter billet being scanned (from the end) for flaws with the
automated system.
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FIGURE 7—Sonic reflection easily locates and determines projected area of disparate
flaws. Artificially-introduced holes are used for calibration [e.g.,
1.52-mm hole (0.060 ir.. or mil) response is shown at 25.4- Id.2-, and
127-mm (1-, 3-, and 5-in.) depths].
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FIGURE 8—This graphite billet possesses two flaws, one near the front surface and
one near the oidplane [i.e., at 12.7- and 10?.-mm (0.5- and 4-in.) depths].
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